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ABSTRACT: The low solubility of flavonols in common solvents such as water hinders their extraction from natural sources,
solubility, and bioavailability; thus, new solvents are required for the development of flavonols’ related technologies and applications.
The alternative of deep eutectic solvents for flavonols solubilization is considered in this work through the analysis of the properties
and structure of archetypical flavonols (galangin, kaempferol, quercetin, myricetin) in a model deep eutectic solvent (choline
chloride:glycerol 1:2) as a function of flavonol concentration through the use of a theoretical approach combining density functional
theory and classical molecular dynamics simulations. The solvation and self-aggregation of flavonols in the considered solvent are
analyzed through the study of extension and the nature of hydrogen bonding. The complexity of the considered fluids stands on the
competing effect for hydrogen bonding development between the components of the solvent, those between the solvent and the
flavonols, and the trend to self-aggregation between flavonol molecules, thus determining the solubility of flavonols and the
mechanism of solubilization.
KEYWORDS: deep eutectic solvents, flavonoids, circular economy, density functional theory, molecular dynamics, hydrogen bonding,
nanostructuring

1. INTRODUCTION
Deep eutectic solvents (DESs) have achieved significant
relevance in the past few years as they are considered green
and sustainable solvents. DESs are formed upon mixing two
different compounds, mostly a hydrogen bond donor (HBD)
and a hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), a mixture which at a
suitable HBA:HBD molar ratio leads to a melting point (mp)
depression in comparison with the pure components. The
melting point decrease is a result of the hydrogen bond
interactions established between the donor and acceptor
atoms.1−4

The term DES was coined by Abbott and co-workers in
20025 when a mixture of choline chloride, ChCl, mp = 302 °C
and urea, mp = 133 °C, in a 1:2 molar ratio was shown to have
a melting point at 12 °C. As the formation of hydrogen bonds
is the driving force for decreasing the freezing point, a variety
of eutectic solvents can be formed by changing the HBA/HBD
types as well as the corresponding molar ratio. Their tunable
nature is the most important feature of DESs in terms of their
technological applications as they can be synthesized as task-
specific materials. Therefore, DESs are currently considered for
a wide range of technologies including metallurgy and
electrodeposition,6,7 separation and gas capture,8−13 biocatal-
ysis and organic chemistry applications,14−18 biomass process-
ing,19 pharma,20−26 and natural product extractions.27,28 The
majority of the basic and applied DESs research is focused on
Type III DESs, with particular attention given to DESs based
on ChCl as HBA and nitrogen-based reactants, alcohols, or
carboxylic acids as HBDs. DESs containing polyols exhibit the
lowest melting point.29 Among them, glyceline (ChCl 1:2
glycerol) is a common DES used in very different

applications.1 ChCl is a nontoxic, biodegradable, biocompat-
ible, and cheap salt used as a nutritional additive,30 and
glycerol is a byproduct of chemical reactions of oils and fats in
the soap and biodiesel industries used in food and
pharmaceutical manufacturing. As glycerol cannot be used as
fuel, its excess is usually treated as a waste product.31,32 Thus,
glyceline can be considered as a circular economy valorization
opportunity for residual glycerol being a nonflammable,
nontoxic, and biodegradable DES with a melting point of
−40 °C (mp of glycerol: 18 °C)33,34 and relatively low
viscosity when compared to other DES based on Gly as HBD
(281 cP at 298 K). Because of the low viscosity, glyceline
shows a high electrical conductivity (985 μS cm−1 at 298 K).35

ChCl-based DES, and specially glyceline, are extensively
used in high-purity extraction and separation of bioactive
compounds from natural products36 such as phenolic
compounds (PC).37 Natural PCs are present in the majority
of plants as a secondary metabolite, protecting the plant against
drastic climate conditions and pathogens. They are widely
studied as they have interesting biological activities as
antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial, anticancer, and
analgesic.38 Among natural PC, flavonoids are used in the
pharmaceutical, cosmetic, and food industries because of their
antioxidant and potential anticancer activity and are commonly
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extracted using organic or petroleum-based solvents as their
planar structure (π-stacking) prevents them from dissolving in
water. In order to avoid the environmental and human damage
caused by these types of solvents for PCs extraction, DESs are
proposed as an alternative extractant as they have been proven
to be suitable for flavonoids extractions.39,40 The basic
flavonoid structure contains two aromatic C6 rings (namely,
A and B) linked through a heterocyclic pyran or pyrone ring
(C). Flavonols (FLAVs) are a type of flavonoids in which the
ring B (catechol) is attached to position 2 of ring C, the latter
linked to a hydroxyl group in position 3, Figure 1. FLAVs can

be subsequently classified by considering the number and
position of hydroxyl substituents on ring B, affecting their
properties and characteristics. Fruits and vegetables are the
main sources of FLAVs for humans as they cannot be
synthesized.41−44

The extraction of different FLAVs by ChCl-based DESs has
been extensively evaluated by experimental methods45−52 in
order to optimize the extractions conditions (i.e., liquid/solid
ratio, temperature, pressure and time extraction, water
content) from a variety of techniques and FLAV vegetal
sources. DESs have been proven to be an ideal green extractant
for these types of molecules, standing out from the classical
organic solvents.53 Moreover, FLAVs are efficiently recovered
from the DES, which can then be reutilized. Despite the vast
quantity of experimental information, there is a lack of
understanding of the mechanism of interaction and solubiliza-
tion of the FLAVs in DESs, possibly because of the large
number of variables affecting the yield of extraction, the
multiple techniques, and the huge amount of available

potential solvents. Multiscale molecular modeling is a powerful
tool to systematically study the structure, properties, and
mechanisms of interaction of a large number of compounds,
mixtures, and operation conditions from nano- to macroscale.
Likewise, computational chemistry methods have been proven
to be useful in fathoming the pivotal role of HBA/HBD
hydrogen bonds in the structures and physicochemical
properties of DESs.54,55 Thus, the changes occurring in the
hydrogen bond network in both solvent and solutes must be
evaluated when DESs molecules interact with FLAVs, as the
latter present several donor/acceptor sites (i.e., ether, ketone,
and hydroxyl groups) in order to comprehend the driving force
for the solubilization process. Moreover, simulating the
dynamics of the fluid phase of the mixture at different
conditions, i.e., temperature, pressure, HBA:HBD molar ratio,
and molar fraction of FLAVs, allows one to identify the best
extraction conditions.

In the present work, two computational approaches have
been applied to study the interactions at the molecular level
between four types of FLAVs and glyceline DES: quantum
chemistry (DFT) and classical molecular dynamics (MD). The
selected FLAVs (galangin, GA; kaempferol, KM; quercetin,
QE, myricetin, MR) have been previously considered in
experimental studies.56−59 Furthermore, Li et al. reported the
structures, interaction, and hydrogen bond lengths between
KM and QE and DESs based on caffeic acid, ethylene glycol,
and choline chloride obtained with DFT.60 The aim of the
present work is to deepen the knowledge of these
intermolecular interactions, which are at the roots of the
solubility of different flavanols in glyceline from both quantum
and classical molecular simulations.

2. METHODS
2.1. Density Functional Theory Calculations. The initial

structures for the involved molecules (ChCl, GLY, and FLAVs)
composing the DES (glyceline) + FLAV mixtures were built with the
Avogadro program.61 To study all of the possible intermolecular
interactions (hydrogen bonding) in the considered mixtures, 72
different clusters were built, considering all of the possible interaction
sites for hydrogen bond interactions between the FLAV and DES
components. According to the atomic labeling in Figure 1, the DES−
FLAV clusters were named in a systematic way as follows: FLAV _ O
atom in FLAV _ O atom in DES, e.g., GA_1A, stands for DES−GA 1:1
cluster considering the interaction between the OH(1) site in GA and
the A site in DES (OH group in Ch), Figure 1. All the monomers and
the 72 DES−FLAV clusters were subjected to geometrical
optimization using DFT with ORCA software62 using the hybrid
Generalized Gradient Approximation (hybrid-GGA) and the wB97X
functional63 with balanced polarized triple-ζ basis set (def2-TZVP)64

and def2-J auxiliary basis set.65 The binding energy between the FLAV
and the DES, ΔE, for each DES−FLAV cluster was calculated as
follows:

=E E E E(DES FLA) DES FLA (1)

with the energy for the DES calculated as

=E E E E2DES DES ChCl Gly (2)

where E(DES‑FLA) stands for the energy of the system DES−FLA 1:1,
EDES for the energy of the DES (calculated as the difference between
the energy of the system ChCl:GLY 1:2 and the energy of the isolated
molecules, ChCl and Gly), and EFLA for the energy of the isolated
FLA. Topological analysis of the intermolecular interactions for the
optimized structures of DES-FLA systems was carried out according
to the quantum theory of atoms-in-molecules (QTAIMs) (Bader’s
AIM theory)66 with Multiwfn software.67 This analysis was applied for
the considered interaction regions (hydrogen bond donor and

Figure 1. (a) Flavonols and (b) DES considered in this work. Atomic
labeling used along this work is indicated.
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acceptor sites) by using bond critical points (BCPs). These are
characterized with their corresponding values of electron density (ρ)
and the Laplacian of electron density, ∇2ρ. Likewise, the Core−
valence bifurcation index (CVB68) was calculated from the electron
localization function, ELFs, for the corresponding hydrogen bonding
sites. Further analysis of intermolecular interactions was carried out
considering non-covalent interaction (NCI) analysis to display the
strength and nature of weak interactions.69

2.2. Classical Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Classical
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for the selected DES + FLAV
liquid systems were carried out with the MDynaMix 5.2.8. program.70

The initial cubic simulation boxes were built with the PACKMOL
program containing a total of 500 DES units (500 Ch, 500 Cl, and
1000 glycerol molecules, resembling the composition of ChCl: Gly
(1:2) DES) and a variable number of FLAV molecules depending on
the FLAV molar fraction considered for each system (x = 0.1, 0.2 and
0.3, where x stands for FLAV mole fraction), Table 1. The force field

parametrizations used in the present work are reported in Table S1
(Supporting Information). The parameters reported were obtained by
applying the Merck molecular force field via the SwissParam
database,71 excluding the atomic charges that were gathered from
ChelpG charges72 calculated within the DFT simulations of isolated
monomers as obtained in this work.

Two-step production was performed for MD simulations for all the
considered systems: (i) the initial simulation boxes aforementioned,
i.e., the boxes built with PACKMOL, were submitted to MDynaMix
software for a 5 ns long simulation in the NVT ensemble at 303 K for
equilibration purposes followed by (ii) 30 ns long simulations in the
NPT ensemble at 303 K and 1 bar for production runs, assured by the
constancy of the total potential energy and density. For all the MD
simulations, temperature and pressure were controlled with the
Nose−Hoover method.73 The Ewald method74 (10 Å of cutoff
radius) was applied for treating Coulombic interactions, while
Lennard−Jones interactions were handled with 10 Å cutoff distance.
The Tuckerman−Berne double time step algorithm75 was used for
solving the equations of motion (1 and 0.1 fs for long- and short-time
steps) and Lorentz−Berthelot mixing rules for cross terms. The
visualization, analysis, and postprocessing of MD trajectories were
carried out using VMD76 and TRAVIS.77

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. DFT Results. 3.1.1. Energy Results: Interactions

Strength. The main factor governing the FLA solubilization
into the considered DES, and thus the DES performance for
FLA extraction from natural sources, stands on the ability of
FLA to develop effective hydrogen bonding with the DES

Table 1. Systems Considered for MD Simulations of x FLAV
+ (1 − x) DES Mixtures as a Function of FLAV Content at
303 K and 1 bara

N

x Ch Cl GLY FLAV

0.1 500 500 1000 56
0.2 500 500 1000 125
0.3 500 500 1000 214

aN stands for the number of molecules of each type for each mixture
composition.

Figure 2. (a−d) Interaction energy, ΔE, from DFT optimization of DES−FLAV clusters for different interacting positions with atomic labeling as
in Figure 1.
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components (HBA and HBD, Ch, and GLY). The ChCl:GLY
DES has four hydrogen bonding molecular sites: (i) the
hydroxyl group in Ch cation, labeled A in Figure 1b and (ii)
the three hydroxyl groups in the GLY molecule, labeled B, C
and D in Figure 1. These hydroxyl sites in the DES structure
may act as both hydrogen bond donors and/or acceptors. The
hydroxyl groups in GLY take part, at least partially, of the
hydrogen bonding with the Cl anion in ChCl. The considered
FLAVs have between three (GA) and six (MR) hydroxyl
groups placed at different positions of the aromatic rings as
well as a single ketone oxygen and ether oxygen. The FLAVs’
hydroxyl groups may also act as both hydrogen bond donors as
well as acceptors. In contrast, the oxygen atoms in the ketone
and ether groups may only act as acceptors. Therefore, the
presence of the FLAVs in the DES liquid structure should lead
to changes in the hydrogen bonding in extension, nature, and
strength. The reason is that upon FLAVs solubilization,
competing hydrogen bonding will be present. Four types can
be distinguished: (i) DES internal (HBA−HBD), (ii) DES−
DES, (iii) DES−FLAV, and (iv) FLAV−FLAV. Therefore, to
analyze the nature of the DES−FLAV hetero association via
hydrogen bonding, DFT calculations of minimal DES−FLAV
1:2 clusters were carried out. The available interaction sites
were considered to quantify the strength and nature of these
interactions that eventually led to the solubilization of FLAV.

Results in Figure 2 report the ΔE for the four considered
FLAVs as well as for all of the possible interaction sites (pairs).
The first conclusion inferred from the results in Figure 2 is that
although ΔE values for all the possible DES−FLAV pairs are

negative, i.e., hydrogen bonding is possible for all the available
sites and interacting pairs, the strength of these interactions is
remarkably different. The values of ΔE are in the range of −5
to −103 kJ mol−1; thus, preferential interaction sites and types
of hydrogen bonds should be present in the DES−FLAV
mixed fluids. The general ordering of ΔE according to the
hydroxyl site in the FLAVs is site 1 ∼ site 5 > site 6 ∼ site 4 >
site 3 > site 2. Therefore, interactions through hydroxyl groups
in the cathecol moiety (sites 4, 5, 6) are stronger than those
through groups in the benzopyran sites, especially for sites 3
and 2, with the exception of site 1. The weakest hydrogen
bond interaction is reported for site 2 as a consequence of the
keto−enol intramolecular hydrogen bond formed between the
hydroxyl donor and the ketone acceptor, depicted in Figure 3a
as a blue spot between those groups. Regarding the effect of
the available sites in the considered DES (A−D sites), the
effect is not systematic and seems to be less important than the
type of FLAV hydroxyl group.
3.1.2. Bond Topology: Electronic Properties Results. The

nature of DES−FLAV hydrogen bonds is analyzed through
QTAIM theory and reported in Table 2 for the ρ and ∇2ρ in
the BCPs appearing along the bond path corresponding to
each hydrogen bond. In all cases, a BCP is inferred between
the corresponding hydrogen bond donor and acceptor atoms,
confirming the interaction’s development. The nature and
strength of a developed hydrogen bond as those for DES−
FLAV may be analyzed considering the values of ρ and ∇2ρ.
Koch et al.78 showed that ρ and ∇2ρ for BCPs corresponding
to hydrogen bonding paths are in the 0.002 to 0.034 au and

Figure 3. (a−d) NCI analysis of MR−DES interacting pairs for different acceptor sites in DES. Atomic labeling as in Figure 1.
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0.024 to 0.139 au, for ρ and ∇2ρ respectively, with larger values
corresponding to stronger interactions. The analysis of
hydrogen bonds according to ρ and ∇2ρ shows a large
diversity of values, which correspond to the differences in the
strength of the interactions, as reported in Figure 2. For
example, interacting pairs like GA_2C or GA_2D having very
low ΔE lead to ρ and ∇2ρ close to the lower limit of the ranges
reported by Koch et al.;78 i.e., weak hydrogen bonds are
topologically characterized by low charge density at the
corresponding interacting site characterized through the
corresponding BCPs. Nevertheless, as most of the possible
hydrogen bonds correspond to large ΔE (Figure 2), the
QTAIM analysis led to ρ and ∇2ρ close to or even slightly
above the top range limits, which indicate very effective
interactions considering the applied topological criteria. The
second criterion used to analyze the developed hydrogen

bonds is on the CVB index inferred from ELF analysis, Table
2. The use of CVB for the quantification of hydrogen bonds is
based on the consideration that the lower (i.e., going negative)
this index, the stronger the interaction. The CVB values
reported in Table 2 are mostly negative, corresponding to very
strong hydrogen bonds, whereas those that are positive
correspond to weaker interactions. Therefore, the CVB
analysis indicates a strong hydrogen bond for most of the
possible interaction pairs.
3.1.3. Geometrical Results. The analysis of DES−FLAV

interactions is also carried out through the NCI method, with
results for MR−DES interactions reported in Figure 3
(analogous results inferred for the remaining FLAVs and
interacting sites). Figure 3 shows NCI analysis of the DES−
MR interaction for different sites in the DES structure. First of
all, the formation of DES−MR interaction does not affect the

Table 2. QTAIM Analysis of BCPs along the Hydrogen Bonding Site Corresponding to FLAV−DES Interactions for Different
Donor and Acceptor Sitesa

position ρ/a.u. Δ2ρ/a.u. CVB ΔE/kJ·mol−1 position ρ/a.u. Δ2ρ/a.u. CVB ΔE/kJ·mol−1

GA_1A 0.040 0.125 −0.028 −54.5 QE_1A 0.032 0.105 −0.007 −64.1
GA_1B 0.049 0.124 −0.070 −72.9 QE_1B 0.025 0.083 0.011 −83.7
GA_1C 0.036 0.109 −0.021 −44.9 QE_1C 0.030 0.101 0.003 −92.0
GA_1D 0.037 0.120 −0.017 −64.4 QE_1D 0.031 0.101 −0.001 −86.9
GA_2A 0.015 0.068 0.061 −27.3 QE_2A 0.015 0.066 0.063 −28.0
GA_2B 0.016 0.072 0.061 −34.2 QE_2B 0.036 0.115 −0.012 −34.5
GA_2C 0.005 0.020 0.086 −0.4 QE_3A 0.026 0.100 0.026 −39.5
GA_2D 0.019 0.081 0.053 −4.0 QE_3B 0.040 0.118 −0.032 −49.9
GA_3A 0.033 0.116 0.000 −55.1 QE_3C 0.038 0.116 −0.023 −40.3
GA_3B 0.038 0.117 0.002 −39.9 QE_3D 0.039 0.116 −0.027 −44.2
GA_3C 0.039 0.118 −0.027 −49.3 QE_4A 0.033 0.114 −0.003 −42.9
GA_3D 0.038 0.117 −0.023 −45.8 QE_4B 0.040 0.118 −0.033 −59.1
KM_1A 0.037 0.120 −0.017 −81.5 QE_4C 0.029 0.102 0.009 −38.7
KM_1B 0.041 0.118 −0.038 −71.7 QE_4D 0.036 0.111 −0.019 −42.2
KM_1C 0.022 0.079 0.025 −51.7 QE_5A 0.028 0.098 0.009 −62.9
KM_1D 0.041 0.116 −0.038 −36.1 QE_5B 0.039 0.116 −0.028 −91.7
KM_2B 0.015 0.070 0.064 −32.3 QE_5C 0.030 0.101 0.003 −88.2
KM_2C 0.013 0.060 0.067 −15.7 QE_5D 0.032 0.106 −0.004 −62.9
KM_2D 0.013 0.052 0.064 −22.1 MR_1A 0.036 0.117 −0.013 −57.9
KM_3A 0.024 0.096 0.031 −38.7 MR_1B 0.035 0.107 −0.015 −94.2
KM_3B 0.036 0.126 −0.005 −52.2 MR_1C 0.040 0.125 −0.024 −51.4
KM_3C 0.038 0.112 −0.027 −33.1 MR_1D 0.036 0.114 −0.016 −18.9
KM_3D 0.037 0.114 −0.021 −15.1 MR_2A 0.015 0.068 0.061 −28.4
KM_4A 0.038 0.122 −0.021 −53.3 MR_2B 0.020 0.090 0.049 −28.4
KM_4B 0.037 0.113 −0.022 −53.8 MR_2C 0.014 0.063 0.067 −21.1
KM_4C 0.034 0.106 −0.014 −47.3 MR_3A 0.036 0.121 −0.006 −49.2
KM_4D 0.032 0.108 −0.002 −40.0 MR_3B 0.043 0.130 −0.032 −55.4

MR_3C 0.039 0.120 −0.024 −39.9
MR_3D 0.035 0.105 −0.008 −30.5
MR_4A 0.034 0.104 −0.013 −48.9
MR_4B 0.040 0.124 −0.028 −82.4
MR_4C 0.040 0.112 −0.039 −43.5
MR_4D 0.038 0.116 −0.021 −69.3
MR_5A 0.031 0.105 0.002 −103.3
MR_5B 0.037 0.113 −0.023 −90.7
MR_5C 0.032 0.108 −0.004 −70.4
MR_5D 0.041 0.126 −0.031 −60.2
MR_6A 0.033 0.115 0.001 −47.0
MR_6B 0.040 0.118 −0.031 −62.3
MR_6C 0.029 0.101 0.006 −61.4

aAtomic labelling as in Figure 1. ρ stands for electron density and ∇2ρ stands for Laplacian of the corresponding density, for the BCP between the
FLAV and DES at each interacting site. The CVB index is also reported for the same interaction sites.
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internal structure of the DES, as inferred from the large spots
inferred for all the possible interacting sites; i.e., DES−FLA
interaction is developed in available sites without disrupting
the HBA (ChCl)−HBD (GLY) hydrogen bonding. For all the
considered hydrogen bonding sites in the DES (sites A to D),
the NCI analysis shows the development of blue spots largely
localized along the direction joining hydrogen bonding donor
and acceptor sites, which corresponds to strong hydrogen
bonds in agreement with QTAIM, ELF, and interaction energy
results. Likewise, the results show the development of NCI
green areas corresponding to van der Waals interactions in the
regions between MR (FLAV) and the DES, especially for the B
position in the DES, which should contribute to strengthening
the DES−FLAV interaction beyond the specific and localized
hydrogen bonds, leading to the very large ΔE values reported
in Figure 2d.

Therefore, the combined analysis of the possible hydrogen
bonds through the strength of interaction, topology (QTAIM),
electronic properties, (CVB, ELF), and geometry (NCI)
indicates how the considered FLAVs are extremely versatile
hydrogen bonding molecules; they can interact efficiently with
all the available hydrogen bonding sites in the considered DES.
Moreover, the development of DES−FLAV hydrogen bonding
does not remarkably disrupt the properties, of the HBA−HBD
interactions leading to the main DES properties, which is also a
remarkable feature for considering FLAVs solubility.

3.2. MD Results. 3.2.1. Density and Hydrogen Groups in
the FLAVs. The previous study has probed and analyzed the
developed DES−FLAV intermolecular interactions using a
minimal clusters model. Nevertheless, the corresponding
DES−FLAV liquid phases should have effects and interactions
beyond the short-range ones considered in this model, and
consequently, MD simulations were carried out. The values of
MD predicted density reported in Figure 4 show a large effect
because of the presence of FLAVs in DES depending on the
type of FLAV and on their concentrations. The density values
reported in Figure 4 show an increase of the density as the
number of hydroxyl functional groups in the FLAV, e.g.,
myricetin (MR) has six hydroxyl functional groups, whereas
quercetin (QE) has five (Figure 1), then the density reported
for MR systems is higher than that reported for QE systems.
The reason for yielding a higher density is related to the
extension of the hydrogen bond network, stronger as the
number of possible sites increases, as DFT results have probed.
Likewise, as the FLAV concentration rises, the densification
upon FLAV solubilization increases as the number of hydrogen
bond donor and acceptor atoms multiply in the fluid.
Therefore, the densification effect is directly correlated with
the number of available hydroxyl groups in the FLAV, i.e.,
larger solubility as the number of hydroxyl groups increases in
the FLAV molecule and/or inside the fluid simulated (molar
fraction of the same FLAV).

Figure 4. MD predicted density for x FLAV + (1 − x) DES mixtures
as a function of FLAV content at 303 K and 1 bar. Cyan circle shows
the density for pure DES.

Figure 5. Snapshots for x MR + (1 − x) DES mixtures as a function of the FLAV content at 303 K and 1 bar. The top row shows all of the
molecules present in the mixture, and the bottom row shows only MR.
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3.2.2. Liquid Internal Structure: Solubilization of FLAVs in
DES. The distribution of FLAV molecules in the DES solvent
upon solubilization is first analyzed through the snapshots
reported for DES−MR in Figure 5. These results show a
homogeneous distribution of MR(FLAV) molecules in the
DES liquid (Figure 5a). That is to say, a fluid distribution is

dominated by the DES liquid structure with minor structural
disruption because of the presence of MR(FLAV) molecules.
But as the FLAV content increases, an MR(FLAV)-dominated
fluid structuring emerges with the formation of local
heterogeneities that can be inferred as MR(FLAV) self-
clustering predicting the limit of solubility into the considered

Figure 6. Connection matrix analysis for possible hydrogen bonds for x FLAV + (1 − x) DES mixtures as a function of the FLAV content at 303 K
and 1 bar. Rows and columns represent all possible donor−acceptor sites for hydrogen bonding. Atom labeling as in Figure 1. The color of each
square corresponds to the intensity and distance of the first maximum in the corresponding radial distribution functions with the color scale
indicated in the panel on the top right corner.
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DES. The analysis of the intermolecular interactions in the
DES−FLAV mixed systems was also carried out using site−site
radial distribution functions (RDFs). Considering the large
number of possible donor−acceptor sites (Figures 1 and 2),
these RDFs were systematically analyzed and arranged
considering the so-called connection matrix (cmat), a function
available at TRAVIS software.77 The cmat depicts the
combination of the first maximum height and the first
maximum distance for the interacting pairs chosen, the same
information as for a classical RDF where the first peak is
characterized by its distance and height, but the cmat function
systematizes the results as a contact matrix in which a color
code indicates the hydrogen bond strength in terms of height
and distance of the first maximum (first peak of the RDF) for
all pairs simultaneously. The color code provided by TRAVIS
software is shown at the top of Figure 6 allowing the
visualization and comparison of the nature and intensity for all
the relevant interactions in the DES−FLAV systems, Figure 6.
For the first maximum height (height of the first RDF peak),
the color varies from red to yellow as the first maximum
distance grows from its minimum, 278 pm, to its maximum
value, 322 pm. Complementary, the color changes from blue to
red for the closest peak of the RDFs (the minimum value of
the first maximum distance, 278 pm for the cmat reported) as
the first maximum height increases from 0.0 nm−3 to its highest
value, 5.0 nm−3. Therefore, the color code indicates the
strength of the hydrogen bonds under study; e.g., the color for
the strongest hydrogen bond interaction, considering the
oxygen atom as a donor and acceptor, is red as the distance
and height correspond to the minimum and the maximum
respectively. The first row of cmat results in Figure 6 shows the
behavior of neat (in the absence of FLAVs) DES, which shows
the HBA (A sites in Ch and Cl anion) interactions with HBD
(B, C, and D sites in GLY molecules), as probed by the red
and yellow spots. Therefore, the neat DES is characterized by
short GLY−Ch interactions and slightly larger GLY−Cl
interactions, which would correspond to the development of
hydrogen bonds inside the DES minimal cluster (Cl−GLY

interactions) as well as between neighboring DES clusters
(GLY−GLY). Likewise, GLY−GLY hydrogen bonding is also
inferred, as indicated by the strong red spots. The lower right
corner region in the cmat diagrams corresponds to DES−DES
self-interaction, and its comparison with values on the top row
of Figure 6 allows us to infer the changes in DES−DES
hydrogen bonding when FLAVs are solubilized. The first effect
that can be inferred from results in Figure 6 is the change in
hydrogen bonds corresponding to DES self-interaction. The
reported cmat results indicate minor changes in DES self-
hydrogen bonding; the results indicate that the interactions
between the Cl anion and GLY are characterized by shorter
distances than in neat DES (cmat color code evolving from
yellow in neat DES to orange in DES−FLAV systems),
whereas the opposite effect is inferred for Ch−Ch, GLY−Ch,
and GLY−GLY interactions, which are slightly increased in
terms of distances (cmat color code evolving from red in neat
DES to orange in DES−FLAV systems). This minor change is
produced for all of the considered FLAVs and appears even for
the lowest FLAV content, with minor changes even for the
largest FLAV concentration, with the cmat indicating that
hydrogen bonds between DES components are maintained in
the presence of the FLAVs. For the DES−FLAV interactions
(cmats in the lower left corner), results indicate that FLAV
molecules are preferentially interacting with hydroxyl groups of
GLY molecules (red spots), which agrees with the strong
hydrogen bonding as inferred from DFT results (Figure 2).
Therefore, FLAVs interactions with DES are preferential to the
hydroxyl−hydroxyl type. Regarding the FLAV−FLAV inter-
actions (cmats in the upper left corner), the results indicate a
large concentration effect, with the blue spots indicating the
formation of interactions increasing as the FLAV content
increases for all the considered FLAVs. Therefore FLAVs are
more self-associated as the number of FLAV molecules
increases. This effect agrees with the trend to form FLAV
clusters for a large FLAV content, as reported in Figure 5.
Regarding the type of hydrogen bonding for FLAV clustering,
cmat results indicate the prevailing interaction through

Figure 7. Spatial distribution functions, SDFs, of DES components around a central MR molecule for x MR + (1 − x) DES mixtures as a function
of the FLAV content at 303 K and 1 bar. Atom labeling as in Figure 1.
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hydroxyl groups, although hydrogen bonds are also formed
through ketone and ether sites.
3.2.3. Liquid Internal Structure: Solvation. The particular

spatial distribution around FLAV molecules, i.e., solvation
structuring, is analyzed in Figures 7 and 8 by considering the
spatial distribution functions (SDFs) around a central MR
molecule (analogous results are inferred for the remaining
FLAVs considered in this work). The Ch cations (Figure 7)
show a scattered distribution around the central MR molecule,
although decreasing as MR content increases, leading to
concentrated spots around hydroxyl groups in positions 1 and
4 of the MR. In the case of the Cl anion (Figure 7), they are
also localized around the 1 and 4 hydroxyl groups of the FLAV,
which is correlated with the trend of the Ch cation as Ch−Cl
interacts through strong Coulombic interactions. The dis-
tribution of GLY hydroxyl groups (Figure 7) is almost the
same for both terminal and central groups in GLY, being
localized around most of the MR (FLA) hydroxyl groups, in
agreement with the reported cmat and DFT results. Therefore,

all the available hydroxyl groups in the MR(FLAV) interact
with the available hydrogen bonding sites in the DES
components.

Regarding the distribution of MR(FLAV) around central
MR(FLAV), Figure 8, the reported results indicate scattered
distribution around all of the available hydroxyl groups, i.e., no
preferential interaction sites. These results indicate FLAV−
FLAV self-aggregation, which increases for all of the possible
hydrogen bonding sites as the FLAV content increases, which
confirms the trend of FLAV molecules to self-clustering on the
top of the solubility range.
3.2.4. Hydrogen Bonding Analysis. The formation of

hydrogen bonding was confirmed through DFT and MD
structural analysis. The extension of hydrogen bonding is
reported in Figures 9 and 10. The total number of hydrogen
bonds per molecule present in the DES−FLAV solutions is
reported in Figure 8 for all of the considered FLAVS and
compositions. All the considered FLAVs show the same trends
in the total number of hydrogen bonds: the type of FLAV has a

Figure 8. Spatial distribution functions, SDFs, of O atoms in MR around a central MR molecule for x MR + (1 − x) DES mixtures as a function of
FLAV content at 303 K and 1 bar. Atom labeling as in Figure 1.
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minor effect on the hydrogen bond structuring, Figure 9. Not
surprisingly, the number of hydrogen bonds per molecule
follows the ordering: Cl < Ch < GLY < FLA. This effect
corresponds to the difference in the number of hydrogen
bonding sites which is larger for the considered FLAVs.
Likewise, the total number of hydrogen bonds established
molecule increases as GA < KM < QE < MR, which agrees
with the number of available hydroxyl sites in the FLAV and
confirms that all of these hydroxyl sites are able to develop
hydrogen bonds. Moreover, the FLAV content has a negligible

effect on the number of hydrogen bonds per molecule. The
evolution of the different types of hydrogen bonds is analyzed
in Figure 10 in which all of the possible pairs are considered.
For most of the considered pairs, the composition effect is
almost negligible with the exception of Ch−FLAV, Cl−FLAV,
and GLY−FLAV, which increase with the FLAV content,
indicating that DES−FLAV hetero association is more
extensive as the FLAV content is larger. Another remarkable
feature is the extension of DES self-association. The number of
hydrogen bonds involving DES components shows a small
decrease with increasing FLAV content, with the largest
decrease for Cl−GLY and GLY−GLY interactions, which is
produced by the increase of DES−FLAV interactions with
FLAV content. Nevertheless, the hydrogen bonding structuring
of the DES suffers minor disruption upon FLAV solubilization
even for high FLAV content because of the versatility of
FLAVs to be hydrogen bonded with all the available sites in the
DES, thus pairing DES−DES with DES−FLAV interactions.
Regarding the FLAV hydrogen bonding with DES compo-
nents, the number of interactions per FLAV molecule follows
the ordering GLY > Cl > Ch, which shows the preference to be
interacting with the DES HBD because of the available
hydrogen bonding sites. Moreover, FLAV−FLAV hydrogen
bonds increase as the FLAV content increases, but even for low
FLAV content, FLAV self-association is present.
3.2.5. Domain Analysis. Beyond the nature and extension

of hydrogen bonding in the considered mixed fluids, the
molecular distribution in the space is also highly relevant
because of possible cluster formation. For that purpose, a
domain analysis was carried out for the solutions considering
the domain count (D; i.e., the number of domains in the fluid
with D = 1 indicating a continuous domain), domain volume
and area, and isoperimetric index (Q; with Q indicating the
sphericity of the domains with values in the 0 to 1 range with
Q = 1 indicating perfectly spherical domains) for all the
possible molecular domains, Figure 11. The considered
domains involve Ch, GLY, and FLAV studied for the type of
FLAV and FLAV content effect. The reported results indicate
an almost negligible effect of the type of involved FLAV, with
all of the considered FLAVs showing the same trends for the
different properties. In the case of Ch domains, they show low
D values, i.e., a large trend to self-associate into the DES,
leading to a continuous distribution of Ch cations into the
fluid, with minor disruption because of the FLAV presence.
Only for large FLAV content does D for Ch increase: the DES
suffers disruption because of the clustering trend of the FLA
within content. This effect on Ch distribution is accompanied
by a decrease in the volume and area of Ch domains
accompanied by an increase of sphericity for Ch clusters. For
GLY domains, it shows surprisingly minor changes in the
considered FLAV content range; thus, D values are larger than
for Ch. That is, GLY has a larger trend to self-associate as it is
present in a 1:2 ratio when compared with Ch, and the
development of GLY−FLAV hydrogen bonding reported in
Figure 10 does not decrease GLY clustering because of the
presence of a large number of hydrogen bonding sites.
Likewise, GLY domains are not spherical, as indicated by the
close to zero Q values. Regarding FLAV domains, D results
clearly indicate the trend to decrease its size, evolving from
isolated FLAV clusters interacting with DES components to
large clusters (lower D) as the FLAV content increases, which
confirms SDF results in Figure 7. This FLAV aggregation is
then accompanied by an increase in volume and area and a

Figure 9. (a−d) Total number of hydrogen bonds, NH‑bonds
(considering all the possible donor−acceptor sites for each molecule),
for x FLAV + (1 − x) DES mixtures as a function of FLAV content at
303 K and 1 bar.
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decrease in cluster sphericity as they extend along the whole
fluid.
3.2.6. Velocity Distribution and Intermolecular Interac-

tion Energy. The dynamic properties of DES−FLAV systems
were analyzed through the calculated velocity distribution
functions (VDFs) also calculated for all the available molecules

and FLAV concentrations, Figure 12. A clear FLAV content
effect is inferred for all of the considered FLAVS: all of the
molecules move more slowly as FLAV is solubilized, and this
effect increases with the FLAV content. It is also remarkable
that for fixed compositions, the VDFs are almost the same for
all the involved molecules; i.e., Ch, Cl, GLY, and FLAVs

Figure 10. Number of hydrogen bonds, NH‑bonds, split for all the available molecular pairs, for x FLAV + (1 − x) DES mixtures as a function of the
FLAV content at 303 K and 1 bar. For each interacting pair, all of the possible donor−acceptor sites are considered.
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movements are largely coupled, which is justified considering
the extension of hydrogen bonding and the fact that all the
molecules are involved in hydrogen bonds with the remaining
molecules, Figure 10: a large cooperative hydrogen bonding
network is inferred. This hydrogen bonding network is
reinforced in the presence of the FLAVs as the presence of

these molecules does not largely disrupt the DES self-
aggregation, but at the same time, new hydrogen bonds
involving FLAVs are formed, thus leading to a decrease in
molecular mobility. This effect is confirmed by the
intermolecular interaction energies, Einter, reported in Table
3. The reported Einter values indicate a slight decrease for

Figure 11. Domain analysis in x FLAV + (1 − x) DES mixtures as a function of the FLAV content at 303 K and 1 bar. Average values for the
domain count, D, isoperimetric quotient, Q, domain volume, V, and domain area, A, are reported for each compound.
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energies corresponding to interactions between DES compo-
nents, especially for Ch−Cl ones, but at the same time, GLY−
GLY interactions remain almost unchanged, and new
interactions involving FLAV molecules, especially GLY−FLA
ones, lead to systems with an increase in the total Einter; i.e., the
presence of the FLAV reinforces the fluids’ structuring because
of its ability to develop hydrogen bonds with all the present
components.

The reported results clarified the mechanism(s) of flavonols
solubilization. The planar structure and, therefore, the π-
stacking of the FLAVs in the solid phase prevent their water
solubilization. The driving force responsible for the solubiliza-
tion in ChCl 1:2 Gly is the formation of hydrogen bonds
between the solute and the solvent components. The energy of
the intermolecular DES-FLAV hydrogen bonds is larger than
FLAV−FLAV intermolecular hydrogen bonds, as reported in
Table 3, and thus the FLAV−FLAV interactions tend to break

Figure 12. Velocity, v, distribution functions for the reported molecules in x FLAV + (1 − x) DES mixtures as a function of the FLAV content at
303 K and 1 bar.
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in order to pair with DES atoms. It can be understood as the
solvent has sufficient energy to break the intermolecular
hydrogen bonds established by the solute in the solid phase
due to the packing to form new and stronger hydrogen bonds
with it. Therefore, MD results indicate that FLAV solubiliza-
tion is produced by the large ability of FLAV molecules to
develop hydrogen bonds with any of the DES components,
especially with GLY, with minor disruption of the DES
structuring, and only when FLAVs concentration is large
enough to saturate all the available DES hydrogen bonding
sites do the FLAVs tend to form large self-aggregates which
would be on the root of phase separation and the FLAV
solubility limit in the considered DES.

Therefore, deep eutectic solvents with suitable hydrogen
bonding ability may be considered as platforms for flavonol
extraction from natural sources alternative to their low
solubility in common solvents. The design of solvents with a
suitable hydrogen bonding ability with the available sites in the
flavonols could be used to improve their performance and
reach higher extraction.

For the proper design of suitable DESs and to achieve better
solubilization of flavonols in deep eutectic solvents (DES),
several key factors and recommendations have been identified
from the research:
(1) Hydrogen bonding capability: The primary factor

governing flavonol solubilization in DES is the ability
to form effective hydrogen bonds. DES components,
including hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA) and hydro-
gen bond donors (HBD), play a crucial role in
facilitating these interactions.

(2) Hydroxyl group position: Flavonols contain hydroxyl
groups located at various positions on their aromatic
rings. Hydroxyl groups, especially those in the cathecol
moiety, are key sites for hydrogen bonding and should
be strategically considered when designing DES for
flavonol solubilization.

(3) Ketone and ether groups: While hydroxyl groups can act
as both hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, the
oxygen atoms in ketone and ether groups primarily serve

as hydrogen bond acceptors. Understanding the role of
these groups is essential in designing effective DES for
flavonol solubilization.

(4) Structural modifications: Exploring structural modifica-
tions to flavonols can enhance their solubility in DES.
These modifications should aim to optimize the
interaction between flavonols and DES components.

(5) DES composition: Carefully selecting the components
and ratios of the DES is critical. Researchers should
assess various DES compositions to identify those with
the highest solubilizing capacity for specific flavonols.

(6) Temperature control: Controlling temperature condi-
tions is vital to ensure that the DES operates within its
ideal solubility range. Adjusting the temperature can
help enhance flavonol solubility.

In summary, achieving better solubilization of flavonols in
DES involves optimizing hydrogen bonding interactions,
considering the position of hydroxyl groups and carefully
designing the DES composition.
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mol−1
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ChCl:Gly (1:2) 0 −970.0 −147.0 −40.0 � � � �
x FLAV + (1 − x) ChCl: Gly (1:2)

x GA + (1 − x) ChCl:Gly
(1:2)

0.1 −921.7 −151.2 −43.5 −28.8 −32.4 −173.2 −11.6

0.2 −872.9 −130.4 −50.5 −37.4 −56.2 −113.4 −32.5
0.3 −806.5 −136.7 −40.6 −46.3 −61.0 −101.0 −19.3

x KM + (1 − x) ChCl:Gly
(1:2)

0.1 −926.5 −136.6 −48.6 −98.9 −91.4 −129.0 −19.3

0.2 −842.5 −128.6 −37.0 −39.0 −81.3 −98.8 0.2
0.3 −788.3 −124.6 −43.1 −54.6 −80.2 −150.8 −17.2

x QE + (1 − x) ChCl:Gly
(1:2)

0.1 −920.3 −140.9 −42.5 −35.7 −83.4 −236.6 −31.5

0.2 −857.9 −126.2 −42.5 −77.9 −64.1 −163.3 −31.2
0.3 −804.7 −122.2 −40.6 −78.4 −65.3 −121.2 −38.1

x MR + (1 − x) ChCl:Gly
(1:2)

0.1 −914.5 −147.0 −43.7 −45.8 −91.1 −134.6 −0.9

0.2 −864.5 −138.3 −43.9 −36.6 −70.2 −236.3 −54.0
0.3 −789.3 −115.7 −44.1 −94.2 −73.7 −174.1 −31.2
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